Nusantara Group

Indonesia, Malaysia, India, Philippines
Discussion 1

• Disaster Resilience & ESD
• What individual RCE/RCE Network can do to strengthen disaster resilience?
  • Integrated in school curriculum (India and Philippines), NGOs organized mock disaster procedure (disaster drill), early warning system especially for tsunami and earthquake
  • Disaster response unit (Indonesia) to all types of disaster
  • Vulnerability and adaptation strategies towards flood mitigation (Malaysia)
• Weaknesses: school building unsafe due to corruption (India)
• Policy intervention: implementation and enforcement problems, RCE should sensitize responsible agencies at policy level
• Learn from RCEs Japan – from their modules and good practice through RCE global network
Discussion 2: Sub-regional RCEs Network

• What ESD network exist in your region?
• How to strengthen ties?
• How to develop sub-regional group?
• Network should be based on issues in the region
  – Migration problems
  – Transboundary pollution (e.g. haze)
  – Palm oil production
Discussion 3: Moving forward - Strengthening Asia Pacific Network

• Achievement and challenges of AP RCE network
  Achievement - none
  Challenges – funding and communication
  Create resource RCEs – to mentor/mentee between experienced RCEs and new RCEs, exchange of RCE staff

• Effective inter-RCE communication: Is it easy to communicate with each other?
  – Skyping, facebook group, web learning
• Future road map: What we can do together
  – 6th Global RCEs Conference
    • Lack of fund (especially Indian RCEs) solution CSR and volunteer partnership
    • Formality problem, the need to register RCE (structural and institutional problems)
    • Learn from RCE Tongyeong, create a foundation
    • Knowledge exchange between the RCEs in terms of human resource
  – Rio+20
    • Participation in side events
  – 2014 End of DESD
    • Document, review and showcase our success